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Printers
We supply versatile and dependable thermal transfer printers
enabling you to label your cables and wires with information
specific to you.  These printers are suited to printing on a full
range of cable identification systems allowing you to produce
high quality, enduring identification ideal for bulk printing or
when labelling needs are regularly changing in cases such as
marking dates and serial numbers.
All printers recommended by us have been fully tested and are, in
many cases, in regular use at Printasleeve.  This allows us to offer
expert, ongoing support giving you confidence as you set up and
develop your in-house cable identification systems.  Our
comprehensive support for in-house printing also comprises access
to a vast and reliably high quality range of consumables and thermal
ribbons and foils for fast delivery.  We can also supply specialist
labelling software. Contact us discuss your needs and find the right
solution for you.
With so many cable identification solutions on the market, it can be
hard to match these to your specific needs. Printasleeve offers a
complete service based on our many years of experience and
development in this highly specialised field.  We know what works
and how to get the best results.  This allows us to offer a fully
supported package to get you set up quickly and easily.  Whether you
are looking to source a complete cable identification package or
consumables for an existing one, we will only offer products which
have been fully tested by us and in which we have complete
confidence.  Take advantage of Printasleeve’s over 25 years of
printing experience to find the perfect combination for your
requirements.

Key Information
Recommended use: Commercial/ industrial labelling, marking and identification

Suitable substrates: Non-adhesive heatshrink polyolefin sleeving and ladder format markers, heatshrinkable layflat PVC, vinyl
wraparound labels, panel plates, PUR and laminate markers

Sleeve diameter range: 1.6mm – 110mm (no restriction on sleeve length)

Max print area: Up to 100mm wide, length unlimited

Print format: Single and double sided, horizontal, offset or centred, sequential, prefixed, suffixed, serialised, barcodes, single and
multiple lined prints, specific fonts, logos and symbols

Print resolution: 300dpi

Print speed: From 30 – 125mm/s

Operating Temp: +5°C to +40°C

Compatibility: Windows drivers, Microsoft Office, label creation software

Optional Extras: Cutters, perforators

Printasleeve Ltd is as diligent as possible in compiling and updating the above information. It reflects averages derived from product sample testing, is
subject to normal manufacturing and testing tolerances and may be changed without notice. Furthermore aesthetic and textural style differences can result

in local variation. For specific or further information concerning our products, their specifications and their utiliation please contact us. E & OE

https://printasleeve.com/product/consumables/
https://printasleeve.com/product/foils-and-ribbons/
https://printasleeve.com/product/foils-and-ribbons/
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